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We propose here a model of the scintillation from complex oxide single crystals doped w
Ce31 ions to explain the correlation observed between scintillation light yield and intrin
luminescence of the matrix. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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Single oxide crystals doped with cerium ions have n
joined alkali halides as scintillators of choice for particle a
radiation detection applications. Such new phosphors w
found in experimental searches unaided by theory, and
clude: Y3Al5O12 ~YAG!, Y2SiO5 ~YSO!, YAlO3 ~YAP!;
GdAlO3 ~GAP!, Gd2SiO5 ~GSO!; Lu3Al5O12 ~LuAG!,
Lu2SiO5 ~LuSO!, and LuAlO3 ~LuAP!. Although the un-
guided random sampling of solid-solution compounds
identified some promising new scintillator candidates,1 once
identified, growing a crystal of the material is an expens
process with an uncertain outcome. If common propertie
good scintillators could be identified then materials which
their crystalline form might possess these characteris
could be preferentially pursued.

A scintillator’s efficiency is well described by
@(hne)/(bEg)# S Q, wherehne is the average emitted pho
ton energy,bEg is the average crystal electron-hole pair c
ation energy,S is the host matrix electron-hole to lumine
cent center energy transfer efficiency, andQ is the
luminescent center quantum efficiency.2 Q is easily deter-
mined directly and methods to estimatebEg have been
developed.3 However, the matrix to radiating ion energ
transfer and its influence on the scintillator parameters is
debated. Despite an attempt to describe its obvious lim4

and the proposing of some common rules,5 only for simple
gadolinium-based crystals~in which the initial and final ex-
cited states are determined! has the scintillation mechanism
been described.6

The lack of experimental information about the host m
trix excited states has until now prevented the constructio
an adequate model of the energy transfer from the matri
the radiating centers in cerium-doped oxide single cryst
Such information can only be obtained from spectrosco
data, including intrinsic luminescence, of undoped cryst
However, such data are susceptible to corruption by imp
ties. In what follows we show that the scintillation efficienc
of cerium-doped single oxide crystals strongly depends
the presence and parameters of the intrinsic luminescenc
the host matrix.

We excited undoped YAG, LuAG, YAP, and YSO sing
crystals of dimensions 1031031 mm3 at room temperature
with 122 keVg rays from cobalt-57 and measured the lum
nescence spectra with the setup described elsewhere.7 The
crystals, from a collection of those grown in the Sov
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Union over two decades, were selected for their minima
ultraviolet absorptivity. The intrinsic luminescent band pa-
rameters, together with those previously reported, are liste
in Table I. The short wavelength bands for LuAG and YSO
could not be detected due to absorption effects that our s
lection efforts failed to overcome.

We identified a long wavelength luminescence band in
all crystals, at shorter wavelength by;2000 cm21 in the
yttrium materials than in our lutetium sample. The shape an
proximity of these bands in all our crystals suggest a com
mon origin. A detailed investigation of YAG and YAP asso-
ciated this emission with electron-hole recombination nea
cation vacancies.8 Further, the excitation spectra of this lu-
minescence has been determined to be near the long wav
length edge of the fundamental excitation.9–11 Our lumines-
cence data and those of others12 are consistent in indicating a
common origin of these luminescence bands in the radiativ
recombination ~Sh1e! relaxation of excitons from self-
trapped holes Sh near the Y31-ion vacancies. These hole
centers located inside complex crystals like YAG and are
temperature stable.13

The short wavelength bands have been previously inve
tigated only in YAG and YAP. Using optical detected mag-
netic resonance, YAP was shown to have emitting state wav
functions which extend to at least a unit crystal cell.14 Since
this band was not seen in thermally stimulated luminescenc
spectra9 it cannot result from the radiative recombination of
separated charge centers. Thus, these bands are probably p
duced by the annihilation~Sh1Se! of self-trapped excitons
with weak Coulomb binding whose radius is on the order o
one unit cell.

Therefore the initial excited states of complex oxide
crystals, gadolinium-based crystals excepted, are self-trapp
~Sh1Se! excitons with weak Coulomb binding and excitons
of self-trapped~Sh1e! holes near the heaviest host ion va-

iver-

TABLE I. Intrinsic luminescence by 122 keVg-ray excitation.

Shortn
band

Long n
band

Other
references

Y3Al5O12

~YAG!
39 200 cm21 33 600 cm21 8,9,11

Lu3Al5O12

~LuAG!
••• 31 250 cm21 15

YAlO3

~YAP!
44 800 cm21 33 600 cm21 9–11,14

Y2SiO5

~YSO!
••• 33 200 cm21 •••
2327)/2327/2/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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cancies. For cerium-doped crystals there are at least two p
sible energy transfers between the host matrix and radiat
ion which can produce luminescence. Each energy trans
efficiency depends strongly on the exciton luminescence a
Ce31 absorption band resonances, Calculations of t
Ce31-ion energy level structure15 show good energy coinci-
dence for YAG and YAP between the upper Ce31 5d1 con-
figuration Stark components and the~Sh1Se! luminescence
bands. The lowest 5d1 Ce31 Stark components have good
coincidence with~Sh1e! luminescence only for YAP, be-
coming progressively worse for YSO and YAG. This agre
with the measured light yields: 14 000, 10 000, and 90
photons per MeV, respectively.16,17

Although ~Sh1e! luminescence is partially quenched i
cerium-doped garnets, it is even present in crystals with c
siderable cerium ion concentrations, as seen in Fig. 1. On
other hand, for YAP the intensity of both intrinsic bands
decreased by more than an order of magnitude when
cerium content is only;100 ppm.

The large LuSO light yield15 is consistent with our scin-
tillation model. The~Sh1e! luminescence maximum shifts to
a larger wavelength in LuAG relative to YAG. This sam
process operating in LuSO and is stronger than in YSO sin
there are better resonance conditions between the low
5d1 configuration Stark components and~Sh1e! lumines-
cence. Because of the ion radius difference between Lu31

~0.85 A! and Ce31 ~1.03 A!, cerium incorporation in LuSO
will be accompanied by a high cation vacancy density whi
compensates for size. Therefore the~Sh1e! state density
should be comparably higher in LuSO than in yttrium-bas
crystals. Thus, we predict that the light yield of LuAP will
after the growth and treatment technology is perfected,
higher than for YAP.

Our proposed scintillation mechanism also explains t
limited light yield of cerium-doped gadolinium-based crys

FIG. 1. Luminescence intensity in relative units with wavelength resulti
from the 122 keVg-ray excitation of cerium-doped garnets at;300 K.
Solid line is Lu3Al5O12: Ce ~0.001 mass %!; broken line is Lu3Al5O12: Ce
~0.1 mass %!; and dotted line is Y3Al5O12: Ce ~0.2 mass %!.
2328 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 18, 1 May 1995
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tals. Here, although~Sh1Se! as well as~Sh1 e! states are
quenched by host matrix Gd31 ions, which are only interme-
diaries between excitons and Ce31 ions. The Gd31-ion lumi-
nescence is strongly quenched by migration processes whic
limit the total light yield.

Our model explains the scintillation kinetics and the
slow components at the kinetics extrema. For instance, th
YAP ~Sh1e! luminescence kinetics has large time
components10 with lifetimes ;ms. In the Forester–Dexter
model these components arise in the acceptor~i.e., Ce31!
kinetics and have been observed.7,16,17

We have described a model of scintillation from cerium-
doped complex oxide crystals which explains the main fea
tures of our experimental data and that of others. We hop
that our model can inform future efforts which will result in
a theory of these crystals of increasing practical importance

The authors thank our many colleagues who have gen
erously provided our undoped crystals without which our
investigations and model would not have been possible. Thi
work was performed under a grant from the National Science
Foundation.
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